Thanksgiving Eve Dance To Be Given By The 5:15 Club


dancy Beauty Contest To Pick Handsome Man Present At Holiday Dance

Turkey Will Award Itself In New Popularity Contest

Dance Is Free To All Members Of 5,15 Club From 8-12:00 To All Others

The contestants' Thanksgiving Dance held by the 5:15 Club, will begin at 8 o'clock tomorrow evening and will last until 2 o'clock Thursday morning. Dancing will be conducted in the Main Hall at Wellesley, and the following morning, will open to the less energetic couples.

The dance will be dedicated to the glorification of the American boy by means of a popular contest. The contestants, who happen to be the handsomest, six or eight of the boys present and the winners will choose from these by popular acclamation, and the winner will receive a prize which will be announced at the dance.

The little cards which receive their share of attention in a popularity contest, are edged by the candidates for our own open contest. The couples which b粽子 the hails and laurels of a Walker man, if they are diligent contestants and the handsomest chancers, will be rewarded; the couples which list the largest number of cards will be awarded the handsomest Boy of the Dance - (Continued on Page 4)

Stilts Club

"Tech" Holds Guessing Contest For Crowning Date of Charles Basin

Guesses To Be In By Dec. 2 Stated For Tournament Year Given

When will the first ice appear in the Charles River Basin this winter? The Tech-Terrors of the Engineering School or the West Boston Bridge should notice this crisp chill along the shore about December 9 according to statistical data arrived at by the Boston Latin School. The number of affirmative answers are by no means exceptional. The Tech-Terrors have never been accurate in forecasting weather, but it is now cold enough, find little cards with turkey during the lunch hour, and the prediction will probably become a custom in future years.

Bard's Club Dance Held For Freshmen

Musical Mariners Will Play At Hotel Brunswick

The first annual Bard's Club Freshman Winter dance will be held Friday, December 13 in the Brunswick Room. The dance will feature the Musical Mariner's orchestra which made such a great debut at the Frosh dance last fall. The club is an intercollegiate organization which is growing this season. (Continued on Page 5)

Steps for the Subscription to the Christmas Number of the Tech Are Being Taken

For the subscription to the Christmas number of the Tech the students are taking steps. Members of the Tech staff are circulating subscriptions, and several hundred have already been sold.

The press is now in full swing and will continue until December 15. All students are encouraged to take advantage of this opportunity to increase the number of Tech subscribers. The Christmas number is expected to be a special edition with many attractive features. (Continued on Page 5)

Baron's Club Dance

Bard's Club is an intercollegiate organization which is growing this season. (Continued on Page 5)

Bard's Club Dance

Tech Terror's Trounce Phosphorus Inertiles in Sunday Grid Farcce

Staggering Cuts Can Not Eke Ball As Newsboys Play In Bartup Bags

Completely overpowering a beleaguered and well--coached New Doc team, the Tech won with a 14 to 3 victory over the 4th Annual debate of the Tech. The Tech won the toss and elected to receive. After four stiffening attempts, the ball was dropped and the other team substituted. The time lost was uncounted as the Tech took the lead and the game was halted at 12:00 in the Tech's favor. (Continued on Page 5)

Tech You Do

At A Glance

The Heart of the News

The Tech won the toss and elected to receive. After four stiffening attempts, the ball was dropped and the other team substituted. The time lost was uncounted as the Tech took the lead and the game was halted at 12:00 in the Tech's favor. (Continued on Page 5)

Baron's Club Dance
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The Tech-Terrors' debut on the basketball court was a great success. The Tech-Terrors defeated the New Doc team with a score of 14 to 3. The game was played on Sunday afternoon in the Charles Building.

The Tech won the toss and elected to receive. After four stiffening attempts, the ball was dropped and the other team substituted. The time lost was uncounted as the Tech took the lead and the game was halted at 12:00 in the Tech's favor. (Continued on Page 5)
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A MURAL HOLLYWOOD CLEANS THE FILMS

NEW heights, we are told, are reached by the men making the mug-gets of Du Maurier's romantic tragedy "Peter Ibbetson". The picture is certain to please the groups which have been calling for moral uplift in the films, because it appears that all of the indecent scenes of Peter's illegitimacy have been deleted.

For a raison-d'etre of "a crime"-the crime, the fantastic minds of Hollywood have substituted the more familiar, and hence undoubtedly, more moral romance of a wronged husband as the corpse. It was probably not believed out of the door film, but in the form of moral turpitude had already been fixed in the minds of the audience. It could do little harm to use it just once more.

It has not yet been our pleasure to see the film itself, of itself, only the cut which came from newspaper reviewers. But it would be interesting to see it and to discover if all the colored points to some moral truth in the killing of the wronged husband who was looking the honor of his home.

It is a little difficult for us to exactly how it could be explained that the unfortunate course descended his fate. We recall very well the conversation with the director of the film, but we could not make any suggestion that the film was pointed to some moral truth in the killing of the wronged husband who was looking the honor of his home.

One after another the remaining ten or so of the students who had been working on the course XVI_... we thought no further about a few errors in their conduct. We know that all of you are greatly appreciative of the papers that are being published.

Yes, we know that all of you are greatly appreciative of the papers that are being published. We know that all of you are greatly appreciative of the papers that are being published. We know that all of you are greatly appreciative of the papers that are being published. We know that all of you are greatly appreciative of the papers that are being published.

OPEN FORUM

For himself on the world's problems, our own personal interests, and those of that other.

Elsie Monroe

James H. Owens, Jr., XVI, '21

The Graduate House
November 10, 1938

Dear Sir:

The Graduate House has been put on its feet by a series of attacks from an island kingdom of titans of Europe who style themselves admirers of the people of the world. Their fears are fully entitled to competent admiration, but here are their superlative munitions are not appreciated. We shall not doubt that our educational system is an "unparalleled" one, but I do not believe they would have us believe the empirical Europeans may explain the educational system of this country; but we would suggest that, had the headlines of the great newspapers been translated as well theoretic.

In writing this, we have been replying to a demand that no rubber would not point to a few errors in their conduct.

Dear Sir:

In our editorial "Thorough Literature" in the November 10 issue, we stated that the student body who argue in favor of socialism, or any other (2), would be more secure if they knew how to make a speech. We are trying all possible plans to make sure that the students are properly educated. We believe that the opinion of the writer is correct, even though the writer is a socialist, only the initial will appear on publication.

Demosity

November 21, 1934

TO THE EDITOR OF THE TECH

First of all, we do not call it a crime. Why should you, for example, by some means rid yourself of a certain"tax" before you can begin to understand C. B. Shaw? In the opinion, we believe that the moral of the story was not as intended.
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The Wallisley Club and N.Y.T. Glee Club

SYMPHONY HALL
Friday afternoon and Saturday evening, Dr. Kemberly and the Boston Symphony Orchestra will return. Program includes the first performance of Albert Roussel's 'Balletsque' for strings and Glazounov's second symphony in F major. Raya Garbousova, Russian concert cellist, will play the Haydn Concerto in D major. "Alhambra" by Proctor Edward Beecham Hill completes the list.

The Second Annual Hobby Show will be held in Horticultural Hall from December 3 to the 7th. Second Annual Hobby Show will be held in Horticultural Hall from December 3 to the 7th. It starts from the murder and goes right through the trial and out. . . It starts from the murder and goes right through the trial and out. . .

Lightning with Norman Lloyd and Janis A Horse and Previews

Semi-Mary Young and Elaine Waldemar MacCredy. Lightning with Norman Lloyd and Janis A Horse and Previews
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All-Tech Wrestling Tournament at Gym

Faculty Members Eligible For Competition; Varsity To Be Barred

The annual All-Tech wrestling tournament will be held in the Gym on November 6th and 7th, at the Hangar Gym. Varnas and the English Department will sponsor the meet, and the English Department will handle the refereeing. The English Department is eligible, including the faculty and graduate students, each of whom has won letters in collegiate wrestling. "The interest of coaching has taught the freshmen of the squad many of the fundamentals of the arts, and he believes they will win the majority of the medals. It is the first time that the Tech athletic directors have allowed a foreign body to compete, and a big turnover of participants and habits of students will allow them to watch their professors on the mat. Coaches will be encouraged to enter their men in the tournament. Intercollegiate wrestling rules will prevail; that is, the man who stays on top by a time margin of a quarter of a second will win the controversy.

Frosh Wins First Interclass Meet

"Entries Exceed Any Other Points Almost Equal To Rest Combined"

The freshmen choir, its entries outstanding, easily won the annual interclass track meet held last Saturday afternoon on the Tech Field and track. The frosh scored almost as many points as their combined adversaries. Outstanding individuals were the high-scorer, Kites, '38; Cooper, '37; one mile and two mile winner; and the junior varsity, who won the 110 and 220 dashes. Kites, in pulling up his large handicap to win, was left with a huge lead by his predecessors. Second was Sied in shot put, Sied in javelin throw, 44 in discs and fifth in the 220 run. The times were unmatched for a water-soaked track. The only criticism seemed to be that the wind was too strong in the lower courses. The first interclass track meet on the Tech Field.

The complete results:

190 Yard Run
1. W. Cooper 24 4/5 see.
2. B. Houghton 24 4/5 see.
3. A. Berman 24 4/5 see.
4. P. Spiller 24 4/5 see.

190 Yard Run
1. K. Coe 1:45 1/5 see.
2. J. Carleton 1:45 1/5 see.
3. W. Wagner 1:45 1/5 see.
4. J. Wagner 1:45 1/5 see.

220 Yard Run
1. W. Cooper 23 1/5 see.
2. B. Houghton 23 1/5 see.
3. A. Berman 23 1/5 see.
4. P. Spiller 23 1/5 see.

880 Yard Run
1. W. Cooper 2:36 1/5 see.
2. B. Houghton 2:36 1/5 see.
3. A. Berman 2:36 1/5 see.
4. P. Spiller 2:36 1/5 see.

440 Yard Hurdles
1. W. Cooper 58 1/5 see.
2. B. Houghton 58 1/5 see.
3. A. Berman 58 1/5 see.
4. P. Spiller 58 1/5 see.

880 Yard Hurdles
1. W. Cooper 2:15 1/5 see.
2. B. Houghton 2:15 1/5 see.
3. A. Berman 2:15 1/5 see.
4. P. Spiller 2:15 1/5 see.

Winter Sports Tryouts To Be Held

Sports Comment

"Materials And Men" Tells Value Of Activities To Tech Men

Theme Written as Ten Beta Pi Admittement Requirement; Best Of 19

Editors Note: The following article is an article selected to be read at the activities banquet next fall and to be published. More was asked to prepare for the immediate task of developing characters; whether the participant be the boy, or the girl, who is not a Tech student, that is his character. But the particular activity, he is being directed in the art of handling men. Thus, the great service of Tech is to be the use of materials, and the greater service of activities is to teach the art of handling men.

Quick Service Apparel: Good Popular Prices Quality First Always Treats

Walton Lunch Co.

Morning, Noon and Night You will find All Tech at 16 Massachusetts Avenue Cambridge

WALTON'S

1099 Boylston Street Conspicuous to Fraternity Men
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We didn't realize until last night that only the winning Field Day team earned their class names as a reward for competing for the class. To your通讯员, this seems merely unfair as well as entirely contrary to the ten- tions and purpose of Field Day.

The losing teams have put just as much effort, as much time in preparation. The tryouts may have fewer, not as hard in the actual contests. Yet they get no recognition. Why should not their work be rewarded as much as that of the winners? The winners are not deprived of its letters, but further than this, Field Day is not to de- termine the better class—it is primarily to promote inter-class rivalry and spirit and indirectly interest in Tech athletics. Thus members have done as much to achieve those ends as have the winners.

Our congratulations to the winners in breaking up the long winter grief for their team members, Coaches Bowie and Scuderd log in work with a P.A. track team in this year's alumni athletic competition scheduled until late in January of the coming year.

Tech Wins First Basketball Game

Jordan Marsh Chain Gang Defeated By Defeated Exquisite Varsity Team

The M. I. T. Basketball team enjoyed its first practice game last Fri- day night, playing against the Jordan Marsh Chain Gang. Although no score was kept it was evident to all that the team had the better of it. The Tech team is ap- parently rounding into a fine unit this season.

This game gave Coach McCann an opportunity to work with his team. Jordan Marsh Chain Gang is a very good and well trained group. The Tech team is a group of first year men who have been given a considerable amount of coaching in the past months. Although the Tech team is not full strength it showed considerable promise. Basketball is now swinging into full action. The Tech team is in the best of form and can hope to win many games this season.
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Prize Competition For Members
Will Be Discussed

Prizes competitions open to members of the Technology student branch of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers are being held at M.I.T., and these will be discussed at the meeting.

The biggest prize is $510, known as the Charles A. Pratt award, for a work on "Developments in the Generative Engine, and their Effect upon the Consumer." Two more awards of $100 each will be made by the Society for papers on any subjecting of science or investigation prepared by student members under the direction of the Mechanical Engineering Department of the New student schools.

Papers for these three prizes must be submitted to the American Society on or before March 1, 1936. Each group will represent the Professional Society which they attend for their course and the president of the University and Northeastern have been invited.

Tickets may be secured for those who wish to attend. The meeting will be held on the third floor, at the beginning of the world meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

Senior and Graduate Photos
To Be Available Next Week

Prist of Senior and Graduate photos, which served as additional records of the Society, will be available the week of Dec. 1-8 in Room 2-602.

It is open to those who have not had their picture taken, and tickets may be taken in Room 2-801 any time during the week. The last chance for seniors and Graduate students is 3 p.m. on Dec. 8. Photos taken for Technique.

Bard's Club Dance
(Continued from Page 1)

dance to bring together the fresh- men in an entertaining and a technical institution.

Gallatics, Members of the Class of '39, have been selected from the students. The junior and senior students, from various representatives in the undergraduate class of John J. Johnstone, the junior president, and William J. O'Farrell, the junior president, will be $2.00 per couple and $1.15 per single.

Stratton Prize
(Continued from Page 1)

In each course a faculty member has been selected who is well known and who is suggested that all those interested in entering competition is the advisor for their course and the president of the Professional Society who will then submit three contestants for the semi-finals. The faculty members will choose the three contestants for the semifinal, and the final eliminations will be held on Class Day.

The list of the following professors:

Prof. John D. Mitsch
Prof. Benjamin T. Smith
Prof. George K. Buehler
Prof. John D. Mitsch
Prof. George K. Buehler
Prof. John D. Mitsch
Prof. George K. Buehler
Prof. John D. Mitsch
Prof. George K. Buehler
Prof. John D. Mitsch
Prof. George K. Buehler
Prof. John D. Mitsch
Prof. George K. Buehler

The type of competition will be held on Class Day.

For the year of 1935, Dr. Lewis, a member of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, was selected as an advisor for the students.

The first prize of $50, the second prize of $30, and the third prize of $10 will be awarded to the students in each course.

Carnegie Institute
(Continued from Page 1)

search in many fields. Of special interest is the work of President Compton and Prof. Joseph C. Boyce, who for several years has been engaged in a study of the spectroscopy of the extreme ultra violet, under a grant by the Carnegie Institution.

Ordinary photographic methods of spectroscopy can be used for the region of wavelengths above those which are visible to the eye, but at longer wave lengths, air becomes opaque and investigations must be carried on in an evacuated container. The difficulty of attaining a vacuum in large chambers had formerly limited the accuracy of results.

One from the Carnegie Institution in 1923 made it possible for Dr. Crum to study a vacuum spectrograph, which gives an invariable increase in accuracy over a broad range of wavelengths. This apparatus is in the Institute spectroscopic laboratory and has made it possible to reconstruct the spectrometer in the region for which it was designed.

The opportunity to study high wave lengths in this apparatus would probably be arranged next year.

Carnegie Institute
(Continued from Page 1)

The use of the air mail for the ship- ment of all first class mail. As is now employed by the United States Post Office Department, and is due to be completed in the near future.

Stable Field Days Numbers Are Ready For Distribution Now

Field days numbers carried by the members of the winning Class of 1936 are ready for dis- tribution today. General Manager John R. Piktun announced that the numerals may be obtained in Room 313 in the Walter M. Kent.

This is the M.I.T.A.A. Committee report on the third floor.

Those who are entitled to stay are all managers, cabmen, and cab passengers, and the cab-by- train war team and two substitutes. These men may obtain their numerals by calling at the room named above.

Charles River Freezes
(Continued from Page 1)

ber 14; 1927; December 7; 1928; December 12, 1929; December 9, 1930; December 14, 1931; December 6, 1932; December 11, 1933; December 12, 1934. December 12. Note that in the severe weather of 1933-34 the first did not appear until December 12.

Braintstorm Contest
(Continued from Page 1)

awards of the Stratton Prize, $20 awards of the Stratton Prize, $50, $25 and $10 awards of the Stratton Prize, and $50, $25 and $10 awards of the Stratton Prize.

The only competition prepared by student members is the annual competition for the prize of $50, $25, and $10. The list of the winners of this competition is as follows:


Braintstorm Contest
(Continued from Page 1)

Awards of $50, $25, and $10 will be made in the New England Schools of Chemical Engineering.

These awards will be for research in the field of chemistry and chemical engineering. The members of the committee in charge of the competition are Dr. Lewis, A. R. M. L., and G. S. W. D. L.
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5:00. Commuters' Club Thanksgiving Dance, Main Hall, Walker Memorial.

8:00. Geological Society Meeting, North Hall, Walker Memorial.

5:30. "Ideal Club" Meeting, North Hall, Walker Memorial.

5:00. 3.I.T. Athletic Association Meeting.

4:00. The following are the names of the meetings and other events scheduled for the week:

Sunday, November 23

5:00. N.I.T. Athletic Association Meeting.

5:30. "Ideal Club" Meeting, North Hall, Walker Memorial.

8:00. Geological Society Meeting, North Hall, Walker Memorial.

Saturday, November 22

5:30. "Ideal Club" Meeting, North Hall, Walker Memorial.

The Aphrodisiacs. Professor Tucker, who has been discussing the problems of housing, has stated that the Aphrodisiacs are a good way to improve the quality of life in slum areas. He has recommended the use of Aphrodisiacs in the construction of new homes. The use of Aphrodisiacs in the construction of new homes has been praised by many people, who believe that it is a good way to improve the quality of life in slum areas. However, some people have criticized the use of Aphrodisiacs in the construction of new homes, arguing that it is not a good way to improve the quality of life in slum areas. The debate continues.

Chesterfield, a Blend of Mild Home-Grown and Aromatic Turkish Tobaccos

The aromatic Turkish tobaccos used in Chesterfield give them a more pleasing aroma and taste... Every year we import thousands of pounds from Turkey and Greece.

The Import Duty alone is 35 cents a pound—but Turkish tobacco is necessary to a good composition.

The right amount of Turkish tobacco, blended with our mild, ripe home-grown tobaccos helps to give Chesterfields more aroma, helps to give them a more pleasing taste.